Neverwinter chult hunt trophy guide

Neverwinter chult hunts. Neverwinter chult hunt guide.
The Hunters of Chult is a quest in the Jungles of Chult Campaign. To receive this quest you must complete the task Monster Hunt: Rare Creatures. Objective[] Join the Hunters of Chult in tracking down and defeating the mightiest Creatures of Chult. Summary[] Congratulations . These fine fellows of the hunters' guild tell me you can help them by
hunting in the jungles near the Soshenstar River. Certain rare creatures throughout Chult can be hunted for trophies. Find a trophy that one of the hunters' guild is after and they will trade with you for items you need to track down larger prey. 1 Star hunts are now available to complete. Search the Soshenstar River environs to find Hunt Trophies
and bring them back to the hunters of Port Nyanzaru to trade for 1 Star hunt lures. Steps[] The First Hunt Return to Volo Completion[] Ah! You found somethng. Fascinating. This is just the kind of thing my readers will be eager to learn. Take the trophy to the Hunters around here. One of them will be certain to trade for it. Trade the trophy you found
for a 1 Star lure with one of the hunters of Port Nyanzaru. Then search the Soshenstar River map for a suitable spot to place the item to summon a creature. Whether or not you successfully defeat the creature, the lure is consumed in the attempt. As you progress through the Jungles of Chult campaign you will be able to unlock 2 Star and 3 Star
hunts for tougher creatures and greater rewards. Walkthrough[] To complete this quest you must obtain a trophy dropped by a rare creature in Soshenstar River A big part of the Tomb of Annihilation update for Neverwinter are Hunts. Hunts are specific quests where you will have to track down and kill rare and powerful creatures. These can result
in some powerful and cool new items that have become available with the Tomb of Annihilation module. In this guide, I will show you how, what, and where to hunt so you can make the most of tracking down that awesome gear you want for your character. Getting Started with Hunts The first couple quests that you get in the new city will be to go
after rare “hunt” creatures. Any of the “hunt” creatures will qualify for these starting quests. However, once you get to the repeatable quests you will likely want to hunt down specific “hunt creatures” for a chance at the rare loot they can drop. To find out what you might want, open up your collections window and look through the items that come
from hunts. Jungle of Chult Tier 1 Hunt Creatures There are multiple tiers of Hunts in the Jungle of Chult. The first-tier hunt creatures will spawn randomly in the Jungle of Chult at the corresponding creatures regular spawn locations. These will be special named mobs and will look different than the normal mobs. This helps them stand out. Kill these
creatures to collect trophies from them. Later, you will turn in these trophies for lures to hunt the higher tier Hunt Creatures. Important Note: Trophies are EXCLUSIVE. This means you can only have one on you at a time. When you get one immediately mail it to yourself. This way, you can continue to collect trophies. You don’t want to miss out on a
drop. If you happen to have one in your inventory when another drops you will see a message saying you can only have one at a time. Below is a list of the rare creatures that spawn in the regular creature spawn areas in the Jungle of Chult. Randomly Spawned Rare Creatures Batiri Brave spawns anywhere regular batiri appear. Bigclaw spawns
anywhere regular crabs appear. Eotyrannus spawns anywhere regular dinosaurs appear. Smilodon spawns anywhere regular cats or bears appear. Tyrannosaurus Rex spawns in special locations. See map below. Venomtail Scorpion spawns anywhere regular scorpions appear. Rare Hunt Spawn Map for Jungle of Chult *Click next or back to page
through the rare creature spawn location maps. Base Trophies for One Star Hunts About 1 out of every 10 times that you kill a Hunt Creature it will drop a trophy. This trophy, along with a Tyrannosaurus Fang can be given to someone in the south-eastern section of the port city connected to the Jungles of Chult. Bigclaw Pincer comes from Bigclaw
that can be found in crab spawn locations. Venomtail Poison can be found on Venomtail Scorpions which can be found in any area where scorpions spawn. Rotting Ogre’s Femur can be found on Rotting Ogre’s which are found in any place where undead spawn. Smilodon Tooth can be found on Smilodons which are found in any place where jungle cats
or bears spawn. Batiri Brave’s Trinket can be found on any Brave which spawns in a Batiri location. No other mobs in this spawn set will drop the trinket. Eotyrannus Tallon can be found on Eotyrannus which spawn in dinosaur locations. Tyrannosaurus Rex Fang comes from Tyrannosaurus. (Needed for all trophies!) Trophies and Lures First and
foremost, complete the one-star Hunts campaign task. Without it, you will be unable to purchase the trophies for hunts. I suggest getting the first-tier hunt task done ASAP. This way you can farm hunts for Forgotten Totems after you reach the weekly limit. Lure Placement Locations Two Star and Three Star Hunts These hunts are the more advanced
and dangerous in the Jungle of Chult. You might want to bring a group for these. If you are grouping with strangers make sure to form the group yourself. Set the group loot mod to you (the leader) with a blue threshold. This way you can be sure you get the loot that drops from your lure! These two and three star hunts will drop the coolest gear. To
get these lures you will have to get trophies from the lower tier hunts. Gather trophies from one-star hunts for two-star hunts. Then gather all the trophies from the two-star hunts to get a lure for the three-star hunt, the King of Spines! Bonus Forgotten Totems Forgotten Totems are the main currency of the Jungle of Chult campaign. With hunts, you
can earn extra which do not count against your weekly Forgotten Totem maximum. This is a good incentive even if you do not need the gear! Players can earn 1-5 bonus totems per hunt. Other Loot from Hunts +1 to +5 Rings Epic Chest Piece Epic Arm Slot Epic Boots Epic Helmets YouTube Video Guides for Hunts Are you a patron? Check out the
special insider info video I created just for Patrons. It gives specific tips, tricks, and methods for rocking through whatever Hunt you are after! Special thanks to patron Homer O Cole III! Thank you so much for your continued support! Not yet a patron? Become one today! Neverwinter Jungle of Chult Summary That wraps up all you need to know to
get started with Hunts in the Tomb of Annihilation module for Neverwinter. Hunts are a great way to get some extra gear which will really help for this campaign. Hunts are a good way to get a few extra Forgotten Totems to advance the campaign faster. Plus, Hunts add a different quest dynamic which helps to keep your time in the Jungle of Chult
productive. Good luck on your drops from the Hunts you find in Neverwinter! Play smarter, not harder! The Tomb of Annihilation module introduces a new activity, with associated enticing rewards: hunting the great beasts that roam the jungles and temples of the Soshenstar basin. On arriving in Chult, adventurers will soon discover beasts the likes
of which they have never seen in their time on the Sword Coast. As luck would have it, their expedition was joined by Volothamp Geddarm, better known as Volo—the famed author of Volo’s Guide to Monsters, who introduces them to the local hunters. Chultan folklore is rife with tales of almost mythical monsters that haunt the jungles. Almost
mythical, because they and their teeth are quite real and ready to be hunted by enterprising and foolhardy adventurers. Trophies earned from such hunts may be exchanged at Hunter’s Square in Port Nyanzaru for lures to summon larger and more dangerous marks. When you place a lure at the correct location you summon the appropriate monster,
spoiling for a fight. There are three categories of hunt, 1-star, 2-star, and 3-star. There are six 1-star hunts, three 2-star hunts, and one 3-star hunt. Hunts will also pose a substantial challenge to a single player, so it is wise to look for other adventurers in the Hunters’ Square and form a team before you go hunting. Only one player will need a lure to
summon your target, but going alone is not advisable. This hierarchy of powerful predators forms a neat pyramid, building to the monstrous King of Spines at the apex. Successfully defeating the hunt target has a chance to reward players with a trophy. A 2-star lure requires two trophies from different 1-star hunts, but successfully completing a 2-star
hunt has a chance of rewarding one of the three trophies needed to earn a lure for the 3-star hunt—the King of Spines. It’s going to take some time to work up through the various hunts before you can tackle the king. Successfully defeating a hunt target grants Forgotten Totems and Chultan Riches to everyone in the party, as well as giving
adventurers a chance at either the trophy for that beast or one of a number of pieces of rare equipment. Each beast has a different selection of items, so it is worth seeking out all the different hunt targets throughout the zone. Happy hunting, adventurers! Simon Lucas Systems Designer Today we’ll continue our Hunting guide with an introduction of
so called “Star Hunts”, in a way the second tier of the feature. In case you’ve missed the first part about trophies, go read it now. It’s a requirement to understand some of the stuff outlined in this article. [su_box title=”More on Tomb of Annihilation!” radius=”0″]Want all the latest on the new Tomb of Annihilation update? Click here for the full
coverage![/su_box] Requirements and Progression Pyramid You need two requirements to do Star Hunts. First of all the corresponding tasks must be unlocked in the campaign (the left tree). After doing that you can to buy lures in the Hunter’s Square in Port Nyanzaru. One Tyrannosaurus Fang and one of the other Trophies can be combined to buy a
lure for a 1-Star Hunt. This also explains why Fangs are the bottleneck of the whole feature. It’s the hardest Trophy to get, yet is needed for every single lure. The six 1-Star Hunts have a chance to* drop new Trophies, which can be combined to trade for lure of 2-Star Hunts. All three trophies of the 2-Star Hunts then land players the lure for the King
of Spines, the boss mob of the feature. Don’t mix it up with the Heroic Encounters by the way, both are not the same. * Trophies from Star Hunts are a guaranteed drop since Module 15 Other than rare mobs, the Star Hunts are not directly found in Soshenstar River. You need to place the lure in specific locations, which triggers the fight. The map
below shows the location for all ten Star Hunts. It might not be final and will be updated as I progress with Hunting. Reward vs. Effort The feature can turn into a noticeable grind. That’s why you should carefully evaluate whether the possible drops are worth it. Some of the legendary rings are best-in-slot for some builds, but little else can be
considered a must-have. Here’s a list of the best items: The custom gear from each boss has a decent chance to drop. So going after those is actually fairly easy. It’s however another story for the +5 rings. Extra Totems One nice side effect of doing Star Hunts is that they can generate 25 extra Totems (1-Star = 1 Totem etc.) that do not count against
the weekly cap. So even if you’re not after specific drops, doing a Hunt here and there helps with your campaign progression. You can ask for a group in the zone chat. Sometimes you need to bring your own lure, but often you can just join. The normal setup of hunting groups is that the one that places the lure keeps the loot. So everyone else is just
tagging along for the currency. Loot works as follow: Each Star Hunt has a chance to drop the Trophy and up to two pieces of equipment. All members in the party of the one that placed the lure are eligible to roll for it. In Hunting groups however the loot system is normally changed to “leader decides” so that the loot can’t be ninja’d. This also means
that it makes absolutely no sense to help killing a Star Hunt of another player or party. No matter how much damage you are doing, you’ll get no drop. Standing near a foreign Hunt however will be enough to get credit towards the weekly quest. Difficulty Depending on your power and build you might want to tackle Star Hunts with a group. The 1Star mobs can be solo’d comfortably, but 2-Stars are already challenging and the King of Spines requires a full endgame group. Currently I usually transfer lures to my GF, which can solo 2-Stars comfortably, albeit not very fast. If you’re not sure, try to assemble a group. The lure will be lost if you die and depending on how much time you invested,
this can be really frustrating. Selling Trophies Some players utilize the Hunting feature in a completely different way, and that’s selling Trophies. You can’t post them on the Auction House, but very well trade with other players. Especially in the early days you could get a lot of SMoPs and Greaters, depending on the value of the Trophy. The market
eventually crashed, but it’s not wrong to check the trade channel in case you’re looking for some ADs. Conclusion Hunting offers some nice rewards, but also comes with some grind. The best stuff drops from the King of Spines for which you need to farm lots of Trophies. I would closely evaluate whether going after the gear is worth it. Otherwise you
might be able to dodge the farming completely and just tag along in Hunting groups for campaign currency. As said most players don’t mind if they can keep the loot. Just like Fishing in SoMI Hunting suffers a lot from the grind attached to it. It however is not the single best thing to do in the module, which makes it less of a pain. I still think the focus

of such a system should mostly be on exploration and not as much on repetition. Without unbound drops the long term viability is limited as well. Whenever people will have finished the campaign and / or got the loot they wanted, there’s little incentive to come back. Overall Hunting is a great mechanic though and I had tons of fun figuring out
locations. For some reason farming for rare spawns is also more intriguing than other repetitive tasks. I guess finding rare ones is the little success that keeps your motivation high although you pretty much just mindlessly cycle the map. What’s your impression of the Hunting feature? Have you bested the King of Spines yet? Share your thoughts and
experience n the comments below and visit the corresponding thread on our message board. Neverwinter UN:Blogged is always looking for writers to contribute to the blog. If you are an active player and search for a way to spread your opinions, analysis, diaries or reviews to more than 40,000 regular visitors, then don’t hesitate and get in touch
with us on our contact page or message board! We are currently especially looking for console and PVP content, but that’s not exclusive. There is no frequency requirement, you post how often you want.
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